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“With the precision railroad, daily operation is run to much higher standards 
than those of the ‘scheduled’ railroad.”

“All the myriad processes involved in the overall operation must be fine-tuned 
until they’re running like proverbial Swiss watches.”

“However, the precision railroad differs from the scheduled railroad in that it 
focuses on the carload – the customer’s shipment – rather than on the train.”

From “How We Work and Why: Running a Precision Railroad” – E. Hunter 
Harrison 

Precision Scheduled Railroading (PSR)
Precision railroading vs. scheduled railroading

For the purposes of this presentation, PSR and Hunter Harrison’s version of 
Precision Railroading are synonymous
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There are many incorrect perceptions about PSR
The press tends to focus on the headline-grabbing topics, 
rather than on the underlying process

Myths Realities

It’s only about cutting 
costs

It’s really about improving asset utilization (“sweating 
the assets”)

Focuses on closing hump 
yards

Attempts to minimize car handlings and close hump 
yards that drop below a specified threshold

Aimed at cutting people Creates guidelines and moves decision making 
downward

The process creates 
chaos before service gets 
better

The faster implementation takes place, the higher the 
likelihood of chaos. (Investor involvement tends to 
speed up the transformation, and the chaos)

Focuses on de-marketing  
business

Declutters the railroad to create a clean platform for 
growth

PSR focuses on what is best for each railroad; it is not a cookie cutter 
approach and may not even be labeled PSR at some railroads
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The Canadian Pacific Railway Transforms 
Operations by Using Models
2003 Edelman Award Winner
• Background

– NA railways traditionally practice tonnage-based 
dispatching, resulting in poor reliability and 
crew/asset use

– CP used tools developed in-house and by 
MultiModal to create a scheduled railway

• Operations Research
– Optimal block-sequencing algorithm
– Heuristic algorithm for block design
– Very fast simulation
– Time-space network algorithms for planning 

locomotive use and distributing empty cars
• Benefits

– Saved C$300 million from mid-1999 through 
autumn 2000

– CP received many customer and shipping 
association awards for improvement in service

A Novel Movement Planner System for 
Dispatching Trains
2017 Edelman Award Finalist
• Background

– GE partnered with NS to create and implement 
a real-time train dispatching algorithm

– Previously, the dispatch for each geographic 
area was managed manually from regional 
dispatch centers

• Operations Research
– Improved meet/pass planning and pacing 

trains
– The algorithm incorporated data on:

- Properties of the rail networks (track blocks, 
speed, height, weight restrictions, etc.)

- Trains (schedules, operating costs, train 
characteristics, etc.)

- Other activities: crew changes, inspections
• Benefits

– Increased average train speed by two miles 
per hour, and saved NS $400 million per year

Scheduled railroading & the INFORMS Franz Edelman Award
Are these projects considered PSR?

Source: INFORMS, https://www.informs.org/Recognizing-Excellence/INFORMS-Prizes/Franz-Edelman-Award



E. Hunter Harrison and the 
Evolution of PSR
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The career of E. Hunter Harrison … 

E. Hunter Harrison 
started his railroad 
career with the St. 
Louis and San 
Francisco Railway in 
1964

Left BN to join 
Illinois Central as 
Vice President and 
Chief Operating 
Officer, then 
became President 
and CEO

Recruited by Bill 
Ackman of Pershing 
Square Capital and 
was appointed 
Chairman and CEO 
in 2012

BN acquired the 
Frisco and Harrison 
promoted to Vice 
President of 
Transportation and 
also Service Design

CN acquired the IC 
and Harrison 
resigned from IC 
during the merger to 
become COO of CN, 
eventually becoming 
President and CEO

Worked with activist 
investors at  Mantle 
Ridge to reach a 
deal with CSX board 
to become CEO. 
Passed away 
December 16, 2017

1964 1989 2012

1980 1998 2017
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… and the evolution of Precision Scheduled 
Railroading

• Considered the start of PSR
• Stressed running trains on-time
• Balanced northbound/ 

southbound trains
• Closed Homewood Hump Yard & 

converted to intermodal ramp
• Lowered OR from 98% to 62.3%

• Vastly different from CN 
(dependent on unit train traffic, 
lost most service sensitive 
traffic, weak carload franchise)

• Closed 4 of 5 hump yards
• Massive headquarters 

reorganization and layoffs 

• Focused on better integration of 
IC with CN and GTW

• Closed two hump yards 
(Montreal & Edmonton) and 
rebuilt Memphis hump yard

• Built up network through 
acquisitions: EJE, Chicago 
Central & Pacific, Wisconsin 
Central

• Short on time, Harrison worked 
quickly at CSX

• Closed 8 of 12 hump yards 
(Nashville later reopens)

• Restructured intermodal network 
– closed North Baltimore, OH

• Network went into disarray and 
STB convened hearings

• But  OR dropped below NS

1989-1998 2012-2017

1998-2010 2017

A trait of Hunter 
Harrison was the 
abruptness and 
boldness of his 

decisions. He was 
not one to make 
incremental or 

gradual changes, 
and the pace of 

change accelerated 
as he moved to new 

railroads.
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Hunter Harrison and CN published and distributed two books 
to employees to help guide the transition to PSR
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• Drives every 
decision in every 
department

• Underutilized 
assets are 
identified and 
repurposed or 
eliminated

• Asset utilization 
improves 
through workload 
balancing

• Right and tight 
management of 
all expenses

• Examine every 
process to not 
only see how it 
can be improved, 
but also to see if 
it is needed

• Continually 
refine processes
to find the least-
cost method

• Spell out the 
commitment to 
the customer, 
and then deliver 
on that 
commitment 
every time

• Know your 
customers, both 
internal and 
external, and 
their service 
needs 

• Comply with 
operating and 
safety rules at all 
times & places

• Strive for 
predictability in 
all processes 

• Focus on 
prevention

• A safe operation 
is a functioning 
operation

• Recruit, develop, 
and reward the 
right people

• Maintain clear 
lines of 
communication 
from top to 
bottom to ensure 
that everyone is 
on the same 
page

• Lead by example

ASSET 
UTILIZATION

COST 
CONTROL SERVICE SAFETY PEOPLE

$
Operational excellence principles

PSR is driven by five core principles of operational excellence

Source: Harrison, E Hunter, “How We Work and Why: Running a Precision Railroad,” Canadian National Railway Company, 2005
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“Why traditional railroading doesn’t work (and PSR does)”
Traditional Railroading Precision Railroading

The Service Plan The Service Plan
• A guide • Is sacred
• A train schedule • Integrates all processes
• Created by Transportation • Involves all departments
• Focuses on train performance • Focuses on car performance

Crisis management Management by exception
• Working distractedly • Predictable
• Putting out fires • Knowing what to expect
• Less safe environment • Safer environment

Bureaucratic control Guiding principles
• Focuses on rules, requires enforcers • Values leadership and initiative
• Rewards the wrong behaviors; 

bossiness, selfishness, in-fighting
• Rewards teamwork and sharing 

knowledge, information, and credit
Focuses on cost cutting Focuses on cost control

• Network undermined by unintended 
consequences; local operation optimized

• Network nature of railroading respected; 
whole operation optimized

Source: Harrison, E Hunter, “How We Work and Why: Running a Precision Railroad,” Canadian National Railway Company, 2005, p. 57
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1

2

4

6

3

5

7

MINIMIZE CAR DWELL TIME
OPTIMIZED, TIGHTER 
SCHEDULES MINIMIZE CAR 

CLASSIFICATIONS
BLOCKING AND ROUTINGUSE MULTIPLE TRAFFIC 

OUTLETS
DYNAMIC BLOCKING & 
ROUTING

BALANCE TRAIN 
MOVEMENT BY DIRECTION
MINIMIZE DEADHEADING

STRIVE FOR STEADY 
WORKLOAD FLOW
BALANCED SCHEDULES

RUN GENERAL PURPOSE 
TRAINS (AVOID SPECIALS)
FORECASTING

MINIMIZE POWER 
REQUIREMENTS
LOCOMOTIVE OPTIMIZATION

Hunter Harrison famously made decisions “from the gut” –
but there are many PSR components where operations 
research techniques are valuable
Seven Service Design Principles (Illustrative OR/analytics techniques)

Source: Harrison, E Hunter, “How We Work and Why: Running a Precision Railroad,” Canadian National Railway Company, 2005



What are the benefits of PSR?4
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Operating ratio performance of Harrison-managed railroads
PSR dropped railroad operating ratios by over 5 points in 
the first two years

Reported operating ratio1

1. Some railways report an “adjusted” non-GAAP OR as well as the standard statistics to adjust for special/extraordinary events; all numbers reported, except as noted, are the standard 
calculation.  Also, reporting railways sometimes modify historical financial statistics, including operating ratio, periodically to reflect changes in accounting methodologies. Therefore, depending on 
which annual report is used, different operating ratios may be recorded for CN and CP during the reviewed period; chart uses latest reported standard OR for each year.
Note. CN reported an operating ratio of 89.0 for 1995; this would include the Canadian National properties only and not the Illinois Central which was acquired by CN in 1998.
Source: Annual reports for CN, CP, and CSX

Includes acquisition of 
Wisconsin Central – CN 
reported adjusted OR of 

69.4

2009 Recession

CSXCPCN
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75.3%
72.0% 69.6%

16.5% 15.6%

2.4%
2.6% 2.1% 1.8%
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1998 
operating 

ratio

2000 
operating 

ratio

1999 
operating 

ratio

Revenue 
growth 

Revenue 
growth

Expense 
increase 
(MOW, 

MOE, and 
Trans.)

Expense 
increase 
(MOE and 

Trans.)

Expense 
decrease 
(MOW and 

G&A)

Expense 
decrease 

(G&A)

Revenue 
per GTM $0.01271 $0.01284 $0.01269

Expense 
per GTM $0.00957 $0.00924 $0.00883

Note: CN adjusted its operating ratio in 1998 from 89.7 percent to 75.3 percent after removing a non-recurring special charge
Sources: Association of American Railroads (AAR), Analysis of Class I Railroads, 1998 through 2002; Canadian National annual reports, 1998 through 2002; Statistics Canada, Table  23-10-
0045-01; Y-Charts

Acquisition 
of Illinois 
Central

Canadian National: First two years with Harrison
OR drop driven by decrease in G&A expense, with some 
revenue growth
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77.0%
69.9%

64.7%

3.3%
0.3% 4.1%

0.5% 0.8% 5.5%
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2012
operating 

ratio

2014 
operating 

ratio

2013 
operating 

ratio

Revenue 
growth 

Revenue 
growth

Expense 
increase 

(MOE)

Expense 
increase 
(MOW)

Expense 
decrease 

(MOE, 
Trans., and 

G&A)

Expense 
decrease 

(MOW, 
Trans., and 

G&A)Revenue 
per GTM $0.02241 $0.02226 $0.02198

Expense 
per GTM $0.01726 $0.01556 $0.01423

Note: CP adjusted its operating ratio in 2012 from 83.3 percent to 77.0 percent and 2013 from 76.8 percent to 69.9 percent after removing non-recurring special charges
Sources: Association of American Railroads (AAR), Analysis of Class I Railroads, 2012 through 2014; Canadian Pacific annual reports, 2012 through 2016; Statistics Canada, Table  23-10-
0045-01; Y-Charts

Canadian Pacific: First two years with Harrison
OR drop driven mostly by decreases in MOW, Transportation 
and G&A expenses, with some revenue growth
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CSX: First year with Harrison
OR drop driven by revenue growth, including 6.7 percent 
increase in revenue/GTM, and overall reduction in expenses

66.5%
60.3%

4.5%
0.0% 1.7%

50%

55%

60%

65%

70%

75%

80%

85%

90%

2017 
operating 

ratio

2018 
operating 

ratio

Revenue 
growth 

Expense 
increase 
(None)

Expense 
decrease 

(All)

Revenue 
per GTM $0.02851 $0.03042

Expense 
per GTM $0.01897 $0.01833

Note: CSX adjusted its operating ratio in 2017 from 67.4 percent to 66.5 percent after removing non-recurring special charges
Sources: Association of American Railroads (AAR), Analysis of Class I Railroads, 2017 and 2018; CSX annual reports, 2017 and 2018

Harrison 
passed away 
in December 

2017
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Precision Scheduled 
Railroading

Is the railroad version of 
lean plus total quality 

management

Lean Management
Creating more value for 

customers with fewer resources

Total Quality Management 
Every staff member is committed  
to maintaining high standards of 

work in every aspect of      
company operations
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Improve
resilience

Leverage 
network

Encourage 
innovation

Increase 
productivity

• Consistent service
• Preventative, not run to fail 

maintenance 
• Stable network

• Selectively add volume 
through extended reach

• Increase share from
existing customers

• Need supply chain 
management tools

• Do better with what you have 
now, i.e., tighter integration

• Test new technologies
- Maintenance of way
- Mechanical
- Train automation
- Alternative locomotive 

fuels

Have all the benefits of PSR been realized?
PSR can “shock the system” leading to a drop in OR, but 
sustained growth requires a combination of PSR, leveraging 
new technology, and embracing growth strategies
Precision Scheduled Railroading Growth and New Technology
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